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COMPETITION BRACKET

INTERNATIONAL FINALS
APRIL 12-14, 2012
Chapel Hill, NC

SOUTHEAST
February 3
Boston College
Duke
Emory
UNC
Vanderbilt
Wake Forest
at GEORGETOWN

MOUNTAIN
February 10
Chicago
Kellogg
Michigan
Notre Dame
Rice
Wisconsin
at UNIV. OF COLORADO

SILICON VALLEY
February 10
Berkeley
Brigham Young
Texas
USC
USF
Washington
at SANTA CLARA UNIV.

ASIA
February 24
CEIBS (CH)
CKGSB (CH)
IIM-Bangalore (IN)
ISB (IN)
Nanyang Tech (SI)
NUS (SI)
at INDIAN SCH. OF BUS.

MID-ATLANTIC
February 24
Carnegie Mellon
Georgetown
Harvard
Maryland
MIT
Virginia
at WHARTON

NORTHEAST
February 24
Columbia
Cornell
Purdue
Rochester
Johns Hopkins
Yale
at NYU

EUROPE B
March 16
Oxford (UK)
Cambridge (UK)
Cranfield (UK)
ESMT (GER)
INSEAD (FR)
SDA Bocconi (IT)
at IESE (Barcelona)

EUROPE A
March 10
London Bus.Sch.(UK)
HEC (FR)
Manchester (UK)
Copenhagen (DEN)
IESE (SP)
Rotterdam (NE)
at OXFORD

NEW ENGLAND
March 2
Babson
Dartmouth
Indiana
NYU
Toronto
Wharton
at MIT and HBS

WEST
March 2
Arizona
Colorado
Santa Clara
SDSU
Thunderbird
UCLA
at USC